PeeringDB Issues board

Google Meet

PC Todo list

2022-11-03 Start: 15:30 UTC End: 16:30 UTC
Participants: Pete, Matt, Steve, Marty, Leo, Arnold
Main agenda
● Analytics - summary of our discussion at NANOG and path forward
● How can we improve the way we deliver feedback to people whose feature requests are
not accepted? Could we give them feedback on whether a change to the feature is
needed or whether it is completely rejected, and why?
○ Need to make sure the decision documented in GitHub is accurate and complete
● Should we place AS Number, or IXP/facility names, in the HTML title tags?
○ Create an issue and go through the usual process
Number

Title

Summary

#607

Add location of Physical
IX-Port & Router Port

Is there a consensus on this
summary?
●
●
●

●

●

Consent
Finalized?

Get more input

The netixlan object is extended
with a_side and z_side fields
The *_side fields point to a
fac_id
Only the network operator (net_id
owner) can set the a_side field
to a valid fac_id of a fac they
are present in
Only the IX operator (ix_id owner)
can set the z_side field to a
valid fac_id of a fac the IX
provides its service
Both a_side and z_side are
optional and may be null

#801

Add certifications/compliance
to Network, Exchange and
Facility objects

Adding a badge to show whether and
how much a network or IXP implements
MANRS actions.

#1268

Post interaction feedback

Make it easier for users to give timely
feedback by either clicking a thumbs up
(or smile) or thumbs down (or frown) in a
part of the screen that does not distract
from the primary task. Allow users to also
add a short comment. This will help us

No change

Check with AC on
existing feedback

identify where improvement is needed
and develop appropriate improvements.
#1266

IX-F import server errors don't
propagate to UI

A clear error message should show in
the UI.

OK

#1270

Enable Google Analytics for
beta.peeringdb.com

Test Google’s Analytics product on beta
and then review data and the tool before
deciding what to use on production.

OK

#1277

Excluded ASNs - Cyclic
confirmation of status on RIR
Whois

Automatically remove ASNs when no
longer registered in the RIR or NIR
databases

Covered by
#1271 which has
consensus

Consent Agenda
Non-contentious issues that can be agreed in a single vote. Members can ask for an issue to be
placed on the main agenda if they want it to have more discussion.
Consent
Finalized?

Number

Title

Summary

#1260

Add Selenium Grid to CI
testing

Automated testing for a broader range of
browsers

OK

#1261

mysql8 tests

Ensure we are using stable version of
MySQL

OK

#1266

IX-F import server errors
don't propagate to UI

Bug: failed imports cannot be seen

OK

#1271

Implement auto-removal of
stale networks according to
DOTF recommendations

See:
https://docs.peeringdb.com/gov/misc/202
0-04-06_PeeringDB_Data_Ownership_P
olicy_Document_v1.0.pdf

OK

#1272

Add a button for IXes to flag a
netixlan entry as bad

Improve data quality by allowing IXPs to
report data for the regular AC dispute
process

#170 is a more
general version of
this

#1273

Add a procedure for testing
against production tagged
code

Enable volunteer developers to integrate
PDB to their end to end testing,
especially for auth, against the
production code.

OK

Informational
No action required. Members should be aware that these new issues have been agreed since
the last meeting.
Number

Title

Summary

#1275

Missing allowed sources for
scripts

After deploying security improvements
#1221 / #1242 we've noticed we're
missing some sources that should be
allowed for functionality.
Currently have found /apidocs and
captcha for registration, we're doing a full
search to see if there's anything else.

AOB
None

Ready for
Implementation

